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Language Learning: Social Skills Challenged by Social Distancing and
Masks
CEDARVILLE, OHIO -- Language learners depend on watching instructors’ rounding lips and

twisting tongues to produce new language sounds. Students recreate the foreign syllables
modeled before them by examining how mouth-corners curl and teeth hold back air. Their goal
is audible speech, but the learning process is riddled with visual cues.
In an era of face masks and physical distance, Cedarville language professors are finding
creative ways to overcome coronavirus safety measures that are making these visual aspects of
language acquisition difficult.
Under current COVID-19 protocols, all Cedarville courses are occurring in larger meeting
spaces with social distancing and facial coverings, with a virtual Zoom option for students who
would rather learn remotely because of infection concerns or because they are quarantined.
While all learning has been impacted by these adaptations, few subject areas are as impacted
as languages.
“Part of language learning is receiving input in the language, but also, the learners being able to
interact with one another,” said Dr. Cristi Vallejos, assistant professor of Spanish. “That’s been
one of the challenges: figuring out how to still have them interacting. They learn a lot from each
other and are able to correct and push each other in different ways.”
Language professors typically utilize the “present and model” method where classes shift
between instructional periods and interactive groups. Professors are currently supplementing
collaborative activities with creative solutions such as shorter, masked conversations, writing
answers in personal notebooks and increasing access to online resources.
Another challenge has been masks.
“We hear a lot with our eyes,” noted Dr. Annis Shaver, interim department chair and professor of
German and linguistics. “We’re watching gestures and facial gestures, and those tell us a lot
about what a person is saying.”
Since masks impede the ability to see how language sounds are made with the mouth,
professors are using more videos of native speakers, student recordings and smartphone
applications.

“Now in the classroom community, everyone is having to listen harder and more carefully,” Dr.
Elizabeth Wright, adjunct professor of Arabic and linguistics, said. “It demands more
engagement for listening.”
Amidst the many instructional changes Cedarville language professors have made, their primary
focus has been maintaining what they call their “classroom communities.”
“In my research about teaching online, one huge goal I’ve taken away is trying to create a sense
of community among students,” explained Dr. Barbara Loach, senior professor of Spanish.
In these communities, students are free to attempt new skills in language and work with one
another in supportive, constructive environments. To compensate for COVID-19 alterations,
virtual meetings such as on Zoom or Google Hangouts, although imperfect, have been crucial.
“A big thing in language learning is that small community,” noted Louise Grandouiller, assistant
professor of French and linguistics. “A place where students can make mistakes is a good
atmosphere for communication. It’s where they feel safe to try out the language.”
Located in southwest Ohio, Cedarville University is an accredited, Christ-centered, Baptist
institution with an enrollment of 4,550 undergraduate, graduate and online students in more
than 150 areas of study. Founded in 1887, Cedarville is recognized nationally for its authentic
Christian community, rigorous academic programs, showcased throughout the Department of
English, Literature, and Modern Languages, strong graduation and retention rates, accredited
professional and health science offerings and high student engagement ranking. For more
information about the University, visit www.cedarville.edu.
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